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The Real RC (TRC) > High Risk 

Transactions & The DarkWeb [ 

Trusted Shop Review pt.2 ] 

AN RC-SCENE.COM TRUSTED SHOP REVIEW ORIGINAL 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Real RCC (TRC) is a Dutch NPS / Research Chemicals vendor/web shop. 

Shopping experience as of Winter & Spring 2021 

This document is not the TRC Trusted Shop Review pt.2, but only a part of the article published on 

https://rc-scene.com. This is the (still ongoing) email exchange between the Dutch Bitcoin Exchange 

“2525 Ventures BV // LiteBit.eu” and René. 

 

RC SCENE TRUSTED SHOP REVIEWS, to paint a picture as accurate and reliable as possible, always 

describe multiple orders placed with a vendor. For this article, René had ordered three times in a row 

with The Real RCC (TRC) between Winter 2020/21 and Spring 2021.  

Then, the remarkably unfriendly idiots at LiteBit.eu, a seemingly shady Dutch Crypto Exchange that 

just recently was forced to change his business model due to the new and stricter anti-money-

laundering-laws in the European Union valid since April 21, 2021, told René they would close his 

account and not allow him to register again.  

Litebit.eu accused him of being involved in criminal activities like money laundering (making use of 

mixing services), using the DarkWeb, and being involved in High-Risk Transactions. All lies, of course! 

LiteBit.eu even threatened to steal his money. The last word here is not yet spoken. 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Please mind that is document contains personal data and therefore must not be quoted from 

without granted written permission from info@rc-scene.com first!  
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From: Team CDD (LiteBit - Support) <litebit@litebit.zendesk.com>  

To: René (..) 

Subject: [LiteBit] Account closure due to high risk transaction(s) 

Team CDD (LiteBit)  

May 12, 2021, 16:49 GMT+2  

Hi René, 

 

During one of our checks from the blockchain analysis of your transactions of the past 

months, we noticed that one or more transactions have taken place from or to risky 

third parties. Unfortunately, this is contrary to our trade policy and represents too great 

a risk for us. We cannot facilitate these transactions and have therefore decided to close 

the account. There are still funds left in your account. We ask you to withdraw these 

funds.  

 

The high-risk transactions to which we refer concern one or more of the following 

subjects: 

Using mixing services 

Using platforms known for scams (Ponzischeme or pyramid scheme) 

Using Crypto ATMs 

Using the DarkWeb 

 

Our decision to close the account cannot be changed, unfortunately, no new account 

may be created to continue trading. Our research results are not open for discussion. 

 

We hope to have provided you with sufficient information. If you still have questions, 

respond to this email. 

 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

Met vriendelijke groet/Kind regards, 

Team CDD 

2525 Ventures BV // LiteBit.eu 
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René (..)  

May 26, 2021, 16:58 GMT+2  

Dear team at LiteBit, 

I am sorry to hear that you suddenly decided to not want me as your customer anymore. 

About three years ago, I took the time to explain a bug in your SOFORT payment 

interface. I would consider it a nice gesture if you this time would take a little time to 

answer my questions. Thank you! 

I am both surprised and super curious how I could have done to become a “risk” (?!!) for 

you. 

* First, this (my) BTC wallet is part of a criminal investigation. Mr (..) will confirm that he 

has proof-read and forwarded my report to the state attorney. I have no updates 

regarding the investigation. I noticed a change in the transaction behavior of the 

criminal that I tracked down and who pointed me further to organized crime and “coin 

mixers”. I have no further updates, though, cannot change anything anyway. So, I will 

leave 15 Euros on the account for two more years because I might need access to the 

transaction history, please. I will not use the wallets. Thank you for your understanding. 

* We both live in the EU and you must not discriminate against me, meaning please 

provide me three or more examples of “hot” transactions. I have no control over where 

the coins are coming from (..), but if I should have sent money to companies (all 

registered companies, usually in the Netherlands!), this would be super interesting for 

me, thank you. Again, you cannot cancel my account without providing me further 

details. 

* For the following questions, I would be fine if your press department wanted to answer 

them. Please provide them with the respective transaction history, that is fine with me, 

thank you: 

** What do you mean my transactions would mean “risk” for you? If I lost money to an, 

e.g., scammer (non-delivery fraud), would you be responsible for my loss? Maybe two 

years ago I accidentally sent a bigger amount to the wrong wallet and you told me that 

was my problem. Is this indeed the case? Has this changed recently? 

** Could you explain what a “mixing service” is, please? I am familiar with what a coin 

mixer does, however, I am not sure what kinds of services you consider mixing services. 

Is converting, e.g., BTC into ETH also a no-go? And what about Monero XMR. I 

understand that this coin is designed for money laundering and erasing trails when, 
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e.g., ordering fake passports. I never thought of using it, I think it makes look like I were 

into hiding something. (..) 

** If I want to prove that some idiot is a scammer, I must send him little money. I am not 

falling for Ponzi schemes, do not worry; also, I keep the amounts small. I collaborate 

with Cyber Crime Scientists and can usually recognize scam web shops; however, some 

fall out of the pattern – they look transparent to me, with some fraud schemes I cannot 

tell if it is a scam or not. Meanwhile, many scammers refuse to accept small orders from 

me (believe it or not, this includes The People’s Republic of China (..)). 

** What is wrong with Crypto ATMs? I have seen some and they are perfectly legal here. I 

do not know how they work, but didn’t you, until a month or so, provide an identical 

service? You allowed instantly sending BTC to any wallet and I could pay via, e.g., credit 

card. I noticed you disbanded this feature. Would you mind elaborating on this? Have 

there been changes in legislation or did you join a society that enforces stricter 

standards to better assist criminal investigations? No need to explain this in detail, you 

would make me happy by providing keywords that I can google for, thank you! 

** What is the “DarkWeb”, please? 

** May I quote you in an article? 

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORT 🙂 

(..) 
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##- Please type your reply above this line -## 

The request #(..) has a new message. To add a new comment, please respond to this e-mail. 

Team CDD (LiteBit)  

Jun 1, 2021, 14:40 GMT+2  

Hi Rene,  

 

Multiple times, crypto from your Litebit account was indirectly spent at mixing service, 

called Wasabi Wallet. One of those transactions took place on (..)/(..)/2020. 

Mixing services are used to hide the origin and/or destination of funds. Such 

counterparties form an unacceptable risk for us.  

 

As mentioned before our decision is irreversible. Your account will definitvely be closed 

on Thursday, after that period you have no more access to your account. You can now 

still withdraw your funds. It's your choice.  

Met vriendelijke groet/Kind regards, 

Team CDD 

2525 Ventures BV // LiteBit.eu 
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Hi, 

You said, quote, “transactions of the past months” and now provide me with an example that dates 

back a year? 

You accuse me of having ordered (..) to my wallet (..) that I would directly have forwarded to a coin 

mixing service going by the name Wasabi? 

You ignore my questions; You refuse to allow me access to or to provide me with my transaction 

history to be able to cooperate with police in an ongoing investigation? 

You threaten to steal my money on Thursday? 

Interesting. 

 

That transaction you complain about indeed looks like I would have used a mixing service. But this is 

NOT a mixing service. It is most probably a payment interface that creates a unique segwit-sub-wallet 

for every transaction. It looks like there would have been four days between my order with you and 

the next transaction. Please have a look at the transaction fees. Less than 10 Cents! This is the 

economy mode. This whole BTC thing depends on miners. Miners ignore economy mode transactions 

unless there is no other, for them more profitable, transaction in the queue. The (..) wallet was 

emptied at once. How could I have known how much to pay in advance given that each transaction 

causes fees? Impossible. And I didn’t. The fees were so low that I tipped the programmer. There are 

two wallets receiving money. The small amount is a donation wallet for a one-man-project who 

created this app. The app is approved by Microsoft and for free, but asks for a small donation every 

time you use the app. You can set the tip to between zero and “empty the wallet”. I couldn’t find a 

note about this transaction. I have no clue what is going on over there, they seem to split few 

transactions into many. Breaks with my logics since I assume each transaction to cause fees. Then 

again, I have no clue how segwit-wallets work. If this is not a payment interface then I might have 

sent the money to myself, to another app. Would explain why I did not document this transaction. I 

tested few apps hoping to find one that could handle micro transactions. My test run worked fine, 

but I later found out that I cannot influence transaction fees. I remember a wallet holding about 5 

Euros. Because the app was buggy, I wanted to empty it. While the transaction you think to be a 

crime caused fees of less than 10 Cents, few months later, fees had risen, it was impossible to empty 

that wallet; The fees, even in economy mode, would have cost more than five Euros. Since some BTC 

apps seem to provide coins without a delay, meaning I buy coins and they are instantly available, I 

consider them, just like you used to be on[e] until few weeks ago, a payment interface, a form of 

crypto ATM service, as well. 

 

These are all details and difficult to understand, I know. 

 

Therefore, I never give up and spent hours on this email.  

I was lucky:   
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The parent wallet is still active and processing transactions. It is in use since January 2019 and there 

are more than 80,000 transactions recorded. It always splits few inputs into multiple outputs, I know 

this looks like a mixing service. Europol can freeze wallets and they are very aware of this Wasabi. 

Now tell me, do you really believe a mixing service that Europol published a report about would use 

one and the same wallet address for two and a half years? 

 

You made a mistake here. 

https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80

nyye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l 

 

(..) 

 

I ordered (..) to wallet (..) 

The wallet is then emptied completely, which I also believe to be unusual, but if you look at the fees 

(less than 10 cents!) then I’d say the money was forwarded immediately and only took a couple of 

days because the “economy mode” was chosen. That would explain why the wallet was emptied 

completely. That the blockchain indicates a date “first seen” four days after I ordered (..) does not 

mean or even prove that the transaction was initiated four days later. I think I made the transaction 

immediately. The thing with this economy mode, however, is, it can take up to two weeks for a 

transaction to be confirmed. As far as I understand, this whole BTC thing relies on miners and miners 

ignore economy mode transactions as long as there are transactions to process that are more 

profitable for them. 

(..) 

 

The next station I assume you to believe this Wasabi mixing service. Well, you are wrong. 

https://explorer.bitcoin.com/btc/tx/821fe5a711a4d45fefefb7cd30639f8bbf807666be848d959679cb

85d1211  

https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80

nyye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l 

 

 

Did you know that your website claims to ask for verification for every transaction to an external 

wallet? Did you know that this is a lie? 

 

I am not a criminal. I think I know why you try to get rid of me and erase the transaction history. 

That’s disappointing. 

 

https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80nyye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l
https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80nyye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l
https://explorer.bitcoin.com/btc/tx/821fe5a711a4d45fefefb7cd30639f8bbf807666be848d959679cb85d1211
https://explorer.bitcoin.com/btc/tx/821fe5a711a4d45fefefb7cd30639f8bbf807666be848d959679cb85d1211
https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80nyye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l
https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80nyye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l
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You know that this transaction you provided as an example is in no way connected to any mixing 

service. I thought all night about it: The only reason that somebody would think he/she needed to 

use a mixing service because of me was if you were known to distribute “hot” coins. Then again, how 

would anyone know I was your customer? Your accusations make no sense at all to me. I heard about 

Wasabi yesterday for the first time in my life. I did not read the whole Europol thing but if Wasabi is 

an app, and if other apps could be based on the same infrastructure or technique and you are aware 

of that, then please let me know and report them to Microsoft. Microsoft claims the apps offered in 

their store to be safe.  

 

(..) 

 

Again, I am not a criminal. If a serious company that is registered with the Chamber of Commerce 

accepts payments via BTC but also is a tax evasion master, then that does not make me a criminal. 

Why would you even go after me? You have clients with portfolios worth tens of thousands of Euros. 

My impression is that accepting BTC often goes along with tax evasion. That some shops own their 

own payment interfaces is so absurd I am tired of finding out that Dutch all are corrupt. I talked to 

somebody from Britain who moved to the Netherlands to save taxes. Neither of us understands why 

people here would still try to avoid taxes although the Netherlands, Ireland and that island near 

Spain are known for tax dumping. 

 

Again, I beg you to allow me access to the transaction histories OR to provide me a PDF with the 

transaction history. There is no way to download the transaction history. You act like a shady DN 

service. That is totally uncalled for. THANK YOU. 

 

There are two more details I would like to share with your Anti-Fraud-team:  

 

I do not check emails daily, but about the same time I read your silly accusations of me being 

involved in criminal activities, something unusual happened: The company, that tracks the wallets of 

criminal organizations for me, that had not contacted me in a year, suddenly sent a bunch of updates 

– these wallets that I reported to police were used for transactions again. Do you have an 

explanation for that, and would it help you if I forwarded those transactions or wallets to you? 

 

The (..) wallet that I ordered (..) to is associated with Seattle, USA. I cannot tell how accurate this 

document is, but the IP associated with the most recent transaction was recorded. I compared with 

other wallets, and an IP associated with a wallet is not the common case. I am sure you know about 

this IP as well. Maybe check who it is registered with. If it is some US exchange offering an app via 

the Windows store or, a US based payment processor, then we have proven this wallet not to be the 

Wasabi mixing service three times with a hundred percent accuracy. I am too tired for today. 
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Maybe, I will call you tomorrow, I still hope to not lose access to the transaction history. I will deduct 

my funds today. Go ahead, disable all wallets, I do not rely on your service. All I want and need is the 

transaction histories. I consider screenshots worthless; Anyone could fake a screenshot. 

 

You cannot know, but if you report cyber-crime (..), local police are supposed to check your report 

for authenticity. Last time, it took them three weeks to find an officer who is familiar with the 

blockchain, Mr. (..). He then asked me to provide proof that I was in control of my wallet and that it 

was my money (..). Then, a state attorney receives the report. You can contact Europol anytime, 

friendly people, but you cannot send them reports. I think the state attorney again checks the report 

for its authenticity and urgency and forwards it to the Europol team (..). That does not mean they 

would get a Europol mandate; If a country involved finds no time because, in, e.g., the UK, 200 

victims are not considered to be worth the effort of starting an investigation, it could take years 

before something happens. 

 

That you try to erase history does not make you look good and costs me time and money.  

I really do not understand why you desperately want to disallow me from accessing my transaction 

histories to prevent me from cooperating with police. 

My bank stores transactions for six years and I can ask for an archive dating back even longer. You 

can complicate things but not make them undone. The blockchain stores transactions forever. 

 

If my recent transactions involve a payment interface that is another brand of yours, then we have 

the criminal, but we both know that it is not me. 

 

 

FYI: The EU consumer protection agency offers a contact form but no email address. Mr. (..) is 

provided as contact (..) specialized in Legal protection and fundamental rights. 

 

Since I fear that your holdless accusations, your threat, and that pathetic approach to erase my 

transaction histories will hinder me from further cooperating with the police, I hope him to be able to 

provide me with advice. Maybe, I do not need access to my transaction history, maybe I have no right 

to not being discriminated against for no reason, maybe your threat to steal my money is okay, 

maybe accusing me of being involved in criminal activities without being able to provide a single 

example is A-OKAY. Maybe, I may ask you to provide me with my transaction histories before you 

disallow me from accessing my account - which does not offer an option to export the transaction 

histories. Mr. (..) might know. Maybe you can await his response before you steal my money and the 

evidence I collected. Thank you. 

 

Just for the laughs, one more time: You claim I would use a mixing service going by the name Wasabi 

and that this wallet, active since January 2019, would be it: 
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https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/00001c16ec04a2ec?from_address=bc1qpy5amhfugtu9jp80n

yye5mkgqdh8esf3856m8l.  

 

If Europol should tomorrow confirm this wallet to be that evil Wasabi mixing service that seems 

impossible to stop, I will say sorry and send you flowers, and as soon as I got that vaccine, I will take 

the first train to Rotterdam to not leave a doubt I really mean it, I will be sorry and feel ashamed for 

having doubted your accusations of me being a criminal.  

 

Please allow me one more day. I (..) spent forever trying to understand why you would think I would 

make use of a mixing service going by the name Wasabi and to find and provide you proof that you 

are dead-wrong and at best trying to fool me with a made-up accusation that are so silly I find it hard 

to believe that out of all transaction this one should be questionable and be a risk to your business 

while your fake website telling lies about fantasy verifications that you claim to do does not seem to 

bother you. 

 

I assume you know what I spend my weekends with. What irony ;-D  

As long as nobody hinders an ongoing police investigation, I see no reason to put more people in CC. 

 

Thank you for your attention and have a good night! 

 

(..) 
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